Pakistan’s North-West Frontier has long been associated with Islamic fundamentalism and tribal politics. Magnus Marsden has spent several years living here amongst the people of Chitral. His experiences show that, in fact, most Muslims in the region are committed to leading their lives as good Muslims, and do not support the teachings of fundamentalist Islamist movements. This book explores their philosophy, which rests on the interaction between mind and spirit, enhanced through the creative force of poetry, music and dance. These celebrations form a central part of life in Chitral. Challenging assumptions powerful in both popular and scholarly work on Islam, the book makes a significant contribution to our understanding of the place of religion in Pakistani society, and in the Muslim world more generally. It will be of interest to scholars of Pakistan and students and anthropologists researching the nature of Islam and religion in the contemporary world.
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Note on transliteration

Throughout this book I have sought to transliterate phrases and terms in a way that best reflects their pronunciation in Khowar. I have sought to keep to a minimum the use of diacritical marks. Khowar is above all a spoken language, and whilst there is a Khowar alphabet, many Chitral people themselves claim to have a less than perfect knowledge of it. Many Khowar words are also used in Urdu, Persian and Arabic (e.g. 'alim, madrasa, izzat, buzurg), yet there are differences in the way they are pronounced in Khowar, and Khowar also has several sounds and letters that are not found in Persian, Urdu, Arabic or Pashto. I have sought to reflect these differences in my transliterations of them.
Glossary of Khowar words used in text

adamzada true human being, nobleman
aff down
aih up
‘alim learned man
‘amal practice
amun harmony
andreni inside
anparh illiterate person
‘aql reason / intellect
asheq lover
aurat woman
azadi freedom
azhelie children
badikhlaq person of bad morals
badmash scoundrel
bahus korik to debate
basheik singer
batin concealed/hidden
bazar market
berie outside
berozebarie unemployment
buzurg holy man
chit choice
chogh thief
chumutker young unmarried woman
daf large tambourine
damama kettle drums
daq boy
dar-ul uloom mosque school
dashman learned man
Glossary of Khowar words used in text

deh  village

demagh  brain

dor  home, household

dost  friend

drocho ogh  wine (literally, grape juice)
dunik  to think
duniya  the world

falafa  philosopher

fikr korik  to contemplate

ghairat  honour

ghalamus  serf

gham  sadness

gharan  the poor

ghazal  divine love song

ghot  deaf and dumb person

ghurbat  poverty

hadith  traditions and sayings associated with the life of the Prophet Muhammad

hardi  heart

hazir-e imam  the present Imam; the Aga Khan (see imam below)

ikhlaq  morality

ilm  knowledge

imam  for Sunnis: the person who leads prayers in the mosque. For Ismai’lis: the Aga Khan.

insan  human

insaniyat  humanity

intiha pasand  extremists

ishq  divine love

izzat  reputation

jam  good

jeer can  jerry can – used as drums

jezbat  emotion

jihad  holy war

kafir  infidel

kalam  Islamic theology

khoasht  hidden

khoshani  happiness

khulao  open

khuloose  affection
**Glossary of Khwar words used in text**

- **kimerie**: lady, wife
- **kushik**: to slaughter
- **lal**: lord
- **lotoran**: elders
- **lu**: words, talk
- **madrasa**: religious seminary
- **mantiq**: Islamic logic
- **mashkulqi**: gossip, conversation
- **mawlana**: an advanced religious scholar
- **mazadar**: enjoyable
- **mazhab**: religion
- **mash**: man
- **muhabbat**: love
- **mulla**: man who performs Islamic rituals and teaches Islamic knowledge
- **musulmani**: Muslim practice
- **nafs**: carnal soul, passions
- **nan**: mother
- **nau juanan**: the youth
- **nimez**: prayer
- **nische**: outside
- **niyat**: intention
- **perehani**: confusion, anxiety
- **pornik**: to dance
- **pyar**: love
- **qahar**: anger
- **qur’an**: Word of God as revealed to the Prophet Muhammad
- **qur’an-e natig**: The speaking Qur’an, the Aga Khan
- **rigish**: beard
- **rigishwani**: the bearded-ones
- **shahar**: city
- **shahzadah**: prince
- **sharab**: alcohol
- **shari’a**: Islamic legal code and roles
- **sharif**: polite
- **sharum**: shame, embarrassment
- **sheli**: beautiful
- **shirin**: sweet
- **shum**: bad, rude
Glossary of Khowar words used in text

sitar  four-stringed Chitral instrument
sooch korik  to think
sufi  person devoted to the mystical path
sukoon  peace
sunnat  customary tradition
surat  bodily shape
tahzibi yafta  sophisticated, cultured person
tait  amulet
tait korak  amulet-maker
talib-e ilm  religious student
taliban  religious students
talimi yafta  educated person
tara  alcoholic spirit made from dried fruits
tat  father
tazbeh  rosary beads
tsetsk  little ones (infants)
wereigh  open
zahir  revealed
zehn  mind
Map 1. Pakistan and neighbouring countries; shaded area corresponds to Chitral district (see Map 2)
Map 2. Chitral district